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NOTIFICATION

(For online video counselling admission)

The candidates of the sth rist of sSET-2021 is informed to report onrine for video counsering
for admission on 01./77/2027 from 10:30 A.M.

The candidates are directed to shovconfirm the documents in support of their erigibirity
and reservation if any, to seek admission in Shiksha Shastri (B.Ed) course.

The candidates will produce/show all the relevant original documents to the admission
committee. Those candidates who fair to produce/show necessary documents/testimoniars in
originar and not attend the counseling shafl not be admitted at any circumstances. The candidates
who are recommended by the admission committee wi, be directed to deposit their fees onrine
from o211,1/2o2l to 03/!1,/2O2l thtough the link provided on the university website.

lf rn case any seat fa,s vacant in any category during the counsering, candidates as per the
waiting list will appear for the counseling category wise on the same day i.e. 01.].1.2021 at o2.oo
pm.

The lists of quarified candidates are provisionar in nature and the university reserves the
right for modification after the verification of documents at any stage.

The rist is based on the information furnished by the candidate. rn case any information is
found incorrect, the onus wi be excrusivery on the candidate. The university wil not be responsibre
for this.

Any misleading information regarding eligibility, category or otherwise mentioned in the
application/admission form and detected at any stage by the university shafl read to cancelation of
admission forthwith and in such case refund of admission fee and other remittance shall be allowed
as per the rule of University.
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Dean, School of Education
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sELECIEO CANOIDATES. SHIKSHA SHASTRI (B.Ed.I FOR Fifth COUNSEI.LING

Modern-Gen.

Sr.No Roll No Name ofApplicant
100o3o30oEE

BC (01seat)
SRADHANJALI MISHRA

Modern-O
BIDYAOHAR MISHRA

EWS

10002010045 RISHABH KUMAR MISHRA PRUSNOTTAM MISHRA
1000103@52

10003030096
SARAT (IJMAR NAYA(

raditional-General

oBc
10003020008

RABINDRA I(UMAR BHARAII
1@03030108

10003010010

10003020112
BSUNDABAN NAIK

10003010015 LAXMIPRIYA M,\HARANA
SLBSNSU-Student

I(A5HINAIH MAHARANA

Head & Dean, Schoolof Education
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Waiting tist CANDIDATES- SHIKSHA SHASTRT lB.Ed.) FOR Fifth COUNSET-t-tNG

Traditional- EWS

Waiting
1 10001020092

10003010167

10003020012 PADMA CHARAN MALL C(
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